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2012-06-18 scrum call

Attending

Benn
Marie
Heather

Items covered for this sprint

jira tickets listed here

Scruminess

What have you done since the previous call?
Marie - some work on the emails
Benn - made progress on CO-344; requests that Dev Team read " "how to configure identifier assignments

What are you planning to do between now and the next call?
Marie - finish up the email stuff and get it out for review
Benn - more progress on the documentation of identifier assignments

Any impediments/stumbling blocks?
Marie - nothing in particular
Benn - nothing in particular

2012-06-20 e-scrum

Scruminess

What have you done since the previous call?
Marie - Fixed CO-359; Worked on backbutton (co-70), council delegates
Benn - Made some progress on CO-344, including yet another design overhaul; Reviewed demo script with Heather

What are you planning to do between now and the next call?
Marie - council delegates, ligo-stuff, and whatever comes back via email
Benn - More on CO-344; Review Marie's various emails

Any impediments/stumbling blocks?
Marie - waiting for emails
Benn -

2012-06-22 dev call

Attending

Benn
Marie
Heather

https://spaces.at.internet2.edu/display/COmanage/Configuring+Registry+Identifier+Assignment


Items covered for this sprint

jira tickets listed here

Scruminess

What have you done since the previous call?
Marie - worked on plug-in, trying to figure out how to make various bits of COmanage to work with it; got back to Marie wrt Back Button 
and email stuff
Benn - much progress on CO-344

What are you planning to do between now and the next call?
Marie - vacation, other LIGO responsibilities
Benn - vacation

Any impediments/stumbling blocks?
Marie - the pluralization/singularization of names of things is being ignored in the plugin (discussed on call)
Benn - encountered some cake limitations that needed a workaround

Dev business

(end of month) - review of release dates - will do @ F2F in Milwaukee July 9-11
CO-360 and 361 (see email from Benn 06/21/2012)
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